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Résumé

Les rebouilleurs seront employés pour transformer la vapeur primaire
engendrée dans 7e réacteur nucléaire de Gentilly 1 en vapeur secondaire pour
l'usine d'eau lourde La Prade. En ce qui concerne le comportement transitoire
les rebouilleurs constitueront les éléments clés de ce complexe nucléaire
puisqu'i ls permettront aux perturbations opérationnelles de se propager entre
le réacteur et l 'usine d'eau lourde.

Une simulation sur ordinateur hybride de la dynamique d'un rebouilleur
a été préparée. Elle comprend des modèles pour la condensation de vapeur en
tubes, la conduction thermique, la production de vapeur, un réservoir tampon,
une canalisation de vapeur et une soupape contrôlée par l'écoulement. Des
réponses en temps et en fréquence ont été enregistrées pour i l l us t re r la
dynamique de ce processus multivariable.
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ABSTRACT

Reboilers will be used to transform primary steam,
generated in the Gentilly-1 nuclear reactor, to secondary process
steam for the LaPrade Heavy Water Plant. From the viewpoint of
transient behaviour, the reboilers will be the key elements in
the nuclear complex, since they will allow process disturbances
to propagate between the reactor and the heavy-water plant.

A hybrid-computer simulation of reboiler dynamics was
prepared, comprising models of steam condensation in tubes,
heat conduction, steam generation, a surge tank, steam trans-
mission line and flow-control valve. Time and frequency
responses were obtained to illustrate the dynamics of this
multivariable process.
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DYNAMIC SIMULATION OF A REBOILER

E.O. Moeck and P.D. HcHorran
Reactor Control Branch

Atomic Energy of Canada Limited
Chalk River, Ontario

CANADA
KOJ 1J0

Reboilers will be used to transform primary steam, generated in the Gentilly-1 nuclear
reactor, to secondary process steam for the LaPrade Heavy Hater Plant. Prom the viewpoint of
transient behaviour, the reboilers will be the key elements in the nuclear complex, since they
will allow process disturbances to propagate between the reactor and the heavy-water plant.

A hybrid-computer simulation of reboiler dynamics was prepared, comprising models of
steam condensation in tubes, heat conduction, steam generation, a surge tank, steam trans-
mission line and flow-control valve. Time and frequency responses were obtained to illustrate
the dynamics of this multivariable process.

1. INTRODPCTION

Heavy water will be produced at the LaPrade Heavy
Water Plant in the province of Quebec, via the Girdler-
Sulphide process, with steam supplied by the Gentilly-1
CANDU-BLW* nuclear reactor. Since steam from the
reactor is radioactive, reboilers (also called steam
transformers or intermediate steam generators) will be
used to condense the primary steam and produce inactive
secondary steam for the process. Safety and mechanical
design considerations dictate that the primary steam
will be condensed inside the tubes, contrary to the
practice in feedwater heaters and turbine condensers.
Furthermore, since Gentilly-1 is a direct-cycle reactor,
the reboilers will be directly coupled to the reactor
core, without intervening steam generators.

Prom the viewpoint of transient behaviour, the
reboilers will be the key elements in the nuclear
complex since they will allow process disturbances to
propagate between the reactor and the heavy-water
plant. An understanding of their dynamics is thus a
necessary prerequisite to the design of the multi-
variable control system which must coordinate heavy
water plant demand with control of reactor power and
coolant system pressure.

The complete steam-supply system comprises various
components, including surge tanks, subcoolers, primary
and secondary steam mains etc. and the reboilers them-
selves, as illustrated in fig. 1. For clarity, minor
flow sidestreams are not shown in the figure.

Each reboiler consists of a horizontal cylindrical
shell in which secondary water is boiled, and contains
two U-tube bundles in which primary steam is condensed.
For modelling purposes, the reboiler is divided into
three partsi condensation in the tubes, heat conduction
through the tub; wall, and boiling in the shell, as
shown in the black diagram, fig. 2. To close some of
the important process feedback loops, models of the
surge tank, secondary steam transmission line and
primary steam flow-control valve were included in the
simulation.

Equations describing the dynamic behaviour of the
blocks shown in fig. 2 ware derived from basic
principles, using no empirical parameters except for

heat-transfer coefficients taken from the literature,
and the usual assumptions concerning theraodynaaic
processes in steam/water systems. The equations were
linearized, approximated as necessary, and implemented
on a hybrid computer. The simulation was than used to
study the interactions between the various variables
in both the time and frequency domains.

2. MATHEMATICAL MODELS OF SOBSVSTEMS

Models describing the dynamic behaviour of the
various subsystems shown in fig. 2, are derived
below. Some were obtained from partial differential
equations, and thus are distributed, while others
were based on lumped-parameter representations.
Linearized or approxiaate models were obtained in
each case for implementation in the overall reboiler
simulation.

2.1 condensation in a Tube

Primary steam is condensed on the inside surface
of the reboiler tubes, releasing its latent heat.
This is a distributed-parameter process, since the
void fraction varies in the direction of flow,
decreasing from unity at the inlet to zero at the
condensing boundary. The dynamic position of the
condensing boundary strongly influences the condensing
heat flow and the exit subcooling.

•CANada Muterium Uranium, Boiling Light Hater cooled

Fig. 1 Flow •chwutic of the Gantilly-1
to the LaPrade Haavy Water Plant

•taaa supply

This report has been reprinted with permission from The
International Federation of Automatic Control.
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Following similar work on boiling channels [1,2],
we assume that

(a) both the liquid and vapour are always
saturated and their properties are
independent of space and time

(b) the liquid and vapour velocities are equal
at a point.

With these assumptions, the continuity equations for
vapour and liquid, averaged over the tube cross section
are

5- <ap > + |- <ap u>
3t g Sz g

|^ <a-a)pfu>

(1)

(2)

and the mixture energy equation is

h «»pgv<i-a)pfhf>
+ h <»pgv

in which the parameters T and T are functions of the
thennodynamic properties and the reference conditions.

The remainder of the tube beyond the condensing
boundary acts as a single-phase heat exchanger, in
which the exit enthalpy is determined from a running
average of the heat flux. Since the high rate of heat
transfer in the condensing section is inappropriate
for the single-phase section, it is necessary to
introduce a discontinuity in heat flux at the
condensing boundary. Then, for consistency with the
tube wall model (see Section 2.3 below) the
condensing heat flux must be modulated by fluctuations
in zCD> thus increasing the condensing time constant
and making the condensing heat flow proportional to
both total heat flow and z .

CD

The normalized frequency response of A z c b to AWgj
is shown in fig. 3(a). Figure 3(b) shows the response
of AWJJX to Aw s l (5]. The latter transfer function
shows a violent "lead" since continuity dictates that
an increase in steam velocity be matched by an
initial increase in condensate velocity, thus causing
transient slugs of water to be dumped into the surge
tank.

. 3E
A

(3)

Equation (3) contains the usual assumption that other
energy changes are negligible compared to the enthalpy
terms.

Although assumption (b) above equates the local
phase velocities, the cross-section-averaged velocities
depend on the radial void and velocity profiles. Thus,
we adopt a distribution parameter [1] relating the
profiles,

_ <otu>
o ~ <ct><u>

(4)

Using this distribution parameter, equations (1) to
(3) may be reduced [2] to

2.2 Surge Tank Dynamics

One of the most important variables in the
reboiler system is the pressure inside the tubes. As
shown in fig. 1, this pressure determines the
saturation temperature, and hence the heat flow through
the tube walls, as well as the primary steam flow into
the reboiler. In the most general case, the pressure
inside the tubes is a function of many variables, not
the least of which is the axial coordinate along the
tube. Fortunately, the calculated steady-state
pressure drop for the Gentilly-1 reboiler tubes, at
nominal operating conditions, is small, of the order
of 9.8 kPa (1.4 psi), so that it is reasonable to
assume a common pressure for the tubes and surge tank.
This assumption allows us to model the tubes and surge
tank as a lumped system, illustrated schematically in
fig. 4.

( 3c \
where U = \C_ + a -s—- I u (6)

(7)

The < > may be dropped here if all quantities are
regarded as cross-sectional averages. Using
correlations for Co(a) [3,4], with a suitable axial
heat-flux profile, the void-propagation equation (5)
can be solved for the position of the condensing
boundary.

We have solved the void-propagation equation
analytically, for uniform condensing heat flux and
homogeneous two-phase flow (Co«l). The result is the
particular integral for a linear, time-varying,
ordinary differential equation. This solution may then
be differentiated and linearized [S] to yield a
transfer-function model for the motion of the
condensing boundary of the form

cb

*cb fg

_T
T

T« + 1 (8)

In this model, we assume that the steam moves
freely between the condensing section of the tubes
and the surge tank and that the steam, at pressure
Pi, is always saturated. We also assume that the
water can be represented by two points, the first
(denoted by subscript 'fl') includes the condensate
over the two-phase region of the tubes and is always
saturated, while the second (denoted by subscript
•wl1) includes the water in the surge tank as well as
that in the single-phase portion of the tubes, and
can be subcooled or saturated, depending on the
pressure. We do not believe that netastable forms of
water substance (superheated liquid or supersaturated
vapour) or superheated steam play any significant role
in the low-frequency dynamics of the system, and thus
exclude them from the analysis.

With these assumptions, we can write the equations
for the conservation of mass and energy, as shown
below. For the steam:

9 - w , - w , + w , + w ' ,
dt si cl vapl vapl

d(H h

(9)

hfl

V
(10)
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For the water in the condensing section of the reboiler
tubes:

dt cl vapl ill (11)

(ii) If the water is saturated, then

wl
(22>

hfl " WvaPl
hgl

d Pl
Mfivfi dt

(12)

For the water in the surge tank and the single-phase
(liquid) section of the reboiler tubes:

dMwl

(13)

a n d Vwl " vfl ' wl
(23)

so that there remain 11 independent
equations and 11 unknowns.

The above surge-tank model closely resembles an
earlier steam-drum simulation [6] and other work on
steam drums, pressurizers and steam generators,
e.g. references [7-11].

To linearize equations (9) to (20), we found that
two reference conditions are required.

diHwVwVl
dt

W. h. - W ,h , - W h
11 Hi wl wl vapl gl

dPl
Mwlvwl d T (14)

(i) For the subcooled state, it is convenient

to set all -rr = 0.
at

This leads to the reference conditions

P *~M ~M %M xW —l-
1 gl fl wl vapl vapl

=0 (24)

Additional relations are obtained from the equations
of stite:

v , = v ,(P.) , v
gl gl 1 gl

hgl gl \dP

(15)

(16)

Kcl

hfgi
(25)

and h «h.,
wl ll

(26)

(ii) For the saturated state, it is convenient
to choose

v = v (P ) .
fl flv I1 '

(17)

WvaPl "
 Mfl " Mwl "

Also, by definition.

(27)

h f l = h n ( p 1 ) , (18)

h , = h., and v . = v,,
wl fl wl fl

(28), (29)

Substitution of the above in equations (9) to
(20) yields

Vwl- Vwl ( hwl>'

dv»

w'x

The boundary condition is constant system volume:

§-(M V +M.V.+M V )
dt g g f f w w i

(19)

(20)

The above 12 basic equations involve 18 variables,
5 of which are inputs, so that an additional relation
is required. It can be obtained from the thermodynamic
state of the water in the surge tank.

(i) If the water is subcooled, i.e. h w l < h f t.
then there can be no spontaneous
vapoui'ization.

W' - 0
vap

(21)

This l«av«s a clomd »y»t«n of 12 aquations
and 12 unknowns.

W =H - —
ill wl h

"si

—• (30)

l+(h f-h j t) 1

"v«pl

Wcl " "tt + "vapl

(32)

(3.1)

(34)



J

gi "£l (35) -\ 3T|

5T
(49)

We can linearize the basic equations about these
two reference conditions to obtain a snail-signal
surge-tank model that behaves non-linearly when
crossing the boundary between subcooled and saturated
states. The resulting equations are:

x-L

Carslaw and Jaeger [12] present the exact solution in
the Laplace domain.

AM = Aw , + Aw , + AW - AW ,gl s i vapl vapl c l

AM
f l

(36)

(37)

(38)

(T(L)\ /B C\/T(O)\

q j \p BAqj

where

4PX = a ^ + a2AMgl • a3(AM f+A«w)1 • a ^

c l

(39)

allABcl + a12 A Pl t40)

B = cosh YL

C = - —- sinh Y L

D = -XY sinh YL

B 2 - CD = 1

and

AW , • a,,AP, + a,.AH., + a,_AP,vapl 13 1 14 fl IS 1

AWvaPl -
 a16 A Pl + A17AMwl

+ a19A(hf-hj[)1 + a2

Ahw " a 2 1 A ( W l + a22APl

(41)

(42)

(43)

The coefficients a1 to a 2 2 are functions of the thenno-
dynamic properties of steam and water and the reference
conditions derived above, and are generally different
for the subcooled and saturated states. Moreover, for
the subcooled state,

(44)

while for the saturated state

a2l"a22"° (45)

(50)

(51)

(52)

(53)

(54)

(55)

(56)

where G to G are normalized transfer functions and

A is the steady-state gain.

We obtained a second-order approximation to (50)
by expanding the hyperbolic functions in infinite
series and truncating them after the quadratic term.
However, to compensate for truncation errors; we
modified the coefficients of the quadratic terms to
satisfy (54). The resultant approximations are

(57)

Equation (50) can be recast into the fora

2.3 Heat Conduction Through Tube Wall

A model for the dynamics of heat conduction
through the wall of the reboiler tube was obtained
from the one-dimnaional heat-diffudion equation
describing the temperature in a semi-infinite flat
plate. The equation is

12approx " 21approx

llapprox = G22

(1+T3S)<1+T4S)

approx

(58)

(59)

with initial condition

T - 0 at t » 0

and boundary condition*

x-0

(47)

(48)

where each time constant T to T consists of a
numerical coefficient times the wall-properties term
cpL2/X.

The above analysis can be readily extended to
higher-order approximations, as described in [13].

Equation (56) wa3 linearized and, together with
the algebraic relations

(60)

(61)
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was implemented in the reboiler simulation. The heat-
transfer coefficients H, and H2 were calculated from
correlations available in the literature, for the
inside [14] and outside [15] of the reboiler tubes.
Since the heat-transfer coefficients depend on local
conditions, appropriate averages for the entire tube
surface were calculated. Thermal resistances for scale
deposits on both sides of the tube wall were estimated
and included in the final values of H^ and H^.

Since the above analysis was performed for a flat
plate, a study was carried out to assess the effect of
neglecting tube-wall curvature [13]. The counterpart
to (56) was obtained from the one-dimensional heat-
diffusion equation in cylindrical coordinates. The
normalization coefficient in (56) became

V (62)

while the transfer functions G ^ to G-2 were found to
be expressions involving Bessel functions. Figure 5(a)
compares the exact transfer functions Gj^ and G 2 2 from
the flat-plate and curved-wall solutions for the
Gentilly-1 reboiler tabes. The second-order approxima-
tion. Equation (59) , is also shown. A comparable set
of curves for the transfer function G^2

 i s shown in
fig. 5(b). The curved-wall analysis also yielded

G12 S G21
(63)

For the thin-walled tubes described here (outer to -
inner radius-ratio 1.150), fig. 5(a) shows a slight
wall-curvature effect, while no perceptible effect is
noticeable in fig. 5(b). For our purposes, the second-
order model provides an acceptable approximation over
the low-frequency range of interest, i.e. up to about
3 Hz.

2.4 Steam Generation in the Shell

The steam-generation model applies to the shell-
side of the reboiler, where secondary steam is
generated from the inflow of slightly subcooled makeup
water. As shown in fig. 2, the principal output of the
model is shell-side pressure.

Since subcooling of the makeup water is slight
(about 3.4 K), we neglect the presence of subcooling
in a small region of the water reservoir and assume
that all water and steam are in thermodynamic equilib-
rium at all times. The equations for the conservation
of energy and mass, in the lumped-parameter representa-
tion of the reboiler shell side, are

Wvap2 " Wc2 s2

W . + C . - W
w2 c2 vap2

Mg2vg2\dt

Ww?
hw2+Wc2hf2-Wvap2hg2+Hf2vf2

The boundary condition is, again, constant vessel
volume:

(64)

(65)

(66)

(67)

(68)

Th« aquation* of state are saturated specific volumes
and enthalpies as functions of pressure.

Following the staps outlined in Section 2.2 for
the surge tank, wo chose the reference conditions to be

V""f2 - 0 (69)

w2 vap2 s2
(70)

and linearized equations (64) to (68) around these
conditions.

The equations for the linearized model are:

AM , • AW , - Aw „ - AW ,
g2 vap2 c2 s2

f2 fiW
w2 AWc2 - dWvaP2

AW vaP2

(71)

(72)

(73)

(74)

(75)

The coefficients b^ to b ^ are, again, functions of the
thermodynamic properties of steam and water, and the
reference conditions.

This completes the description of the reboiler/
surge tank models. By themselves these models provide
little scope for simulation studies because two
principal variables, primary and secondary steam flow,
are arbitrary. To include these in the process feed-
back loops requires models of the primary steam flow-
control valve and the secondary steam transmission
line, as shown in fig. 2.

2.5 Secondary steam Transmission-Line

The secondary steam raised in the reboilers is
transmitted to the heavy-water plant via a 2.6 km long
pipeline. The dynamic relationship between steam flow
and pressure at the entrance to the pipeline is
required.

If we assume that the flow in the pipeline is
compressible and one-dimensional (axial), we can write
the continuity equation in the form [16]

0 (76)

If, in addition, the flow is isothermal and low-speed
(i.e. M £ « 1 ) and the pipe is essentially horizontal,
the Navier-Stokes equation [16] can be written as

^ ^ s l -
By using the definitions for acoustic velocity and mass
flow, we can rearrange (76) and (77) to read

where

*£•-•£•
Fu
Ar,

(78)

(79)

(80)

Equation (79) is non-linear, because the resistance
coefficient R depends on the fluid velocity and Reynolds
number. For small perturbations in flow and pressure
about the reference conditions, R can be assumed
constant, so that the small-signal equations are linear.
Exact solutions can be readily obtained in the Laplace
domain [17], so that

(81)

where

"11
- G,22

(82)
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Gl2 = G ° ' ~ " -'-•- -" ' 8 3'21 Z sinh YL

i- ^s(AR+s7 (84)

(85)

If we assume that the pressure at the outlet end
of the pipeline remains constant, then the required
relationship is

Aws2 G11 A P2
(86)

Since the transfer function G J J represents a
distributed system/ it cannot be readily implemented in
a simulation. We obtained an approximation to it by
examining the low- and high-frequency asymptotes, as
did Schone [18] and Friedly [19] for heat exchangers.
Using the substitution ju=s, we find that

limGn = —

and

limG.
11

i l l .
or*00

is, botJ
upper «
.' and cc

(87)

(88)

Hence, at high frequencies, both the modulus and phase

of Gn oscillate between upper and lower bounds given

by the trigonometric -,;ne and cosine terms. The larger

the value of the argument (LAR\, the smaller the

oscillations.

On the basis of (87)
order approximation for G

and (88), we chose a low-

llapprox
(89)

Bode plots of the exact (82) and approximate (89)
transfer functions (normalized by the factor LR) for
the secondary steam transmission line, fig. 6, show
acceptable agreement, even at the raid-range of frequen-
cies where one might expect large departures [19].

2.6 Primary Steam Flow-Control Valve

The flow-control valve model is based on the

algebraic relation between flow, pressure difference

and valve-stem position [20],

(90)

He assumed an equal-percentage valve characteristic and
linearized (90) around a reference operating condition
to obtain

si

AP
smli

(91)

where we assumed that th« constant K in (90) is
insensitive to changes in thermal expansion, the ratio
of specific heats and other second-order effects.

3. MODEL IMPLEMENTATION ON A HYBRID COMPUTER

The models described above were implemented on a
hybrid computer consisting of a PDP-11/4S digital
processor coupled to an AD/5 analog processor. The
analog computer includes digitally-set coefficient
units (multiplying D/A converters) and a comprehensive
logic control system. The equations were patched
essentially as given, except for the heat conduction,
for which a network-based realization was used.

The simulation was constructed in modular fashion
with a main program to define scaling and reference
conditions and subprograms to define the coefficients
for each module. This approach ensures that revised
scale factors are correctly propagated throughout the
simulation. Files containing coefficients, along with
files describing the analog patching, are passed to an
in-house program, the Set-up and Check-out Utility.
This program optimizes amplifier gains, develops check
values, sets coefficients and performs a complete
Jynamic and static check. This check is carried out
each time the patchboard is mounted and it ensures that
all wires are in place and that all components are
operational.

Magnitude scaling was carried out empirically
using the programs described above to carry through the
consequences of each scaling decision. The resulting
simulation is scaled to about 2% of nominal conditions.
Digital time-delay and running-average programs were
used, with maximum sampling periods of 1 ms The
simulation runs in real time and automatic time-scale
switching permits running up to 100 times faster.

The simulation represents the uncontrolled process,
thus enabling study of the fundamental process dynamics.
Comparators, with gates and electronic switches, were
provided to detect saturation in the surge tank.
However, in the course of step-response testing, it was
found to be impossibla to achieve saturation as a result
of the large mass of subcooled water initially present.

Frequency responses were measured using the pseudo-
random binary st»quence/fast Fourier transform (PRBS/FFT)
technique [21] , using a PDP-8 computer with a graphic
display to control sampling and to display results.
Eight signals may be sampled and the ratio of any two
can be displayed as a frequency response. Considerable
time was saved by running the simulation 100 times
faster than real time for determination of th._ low-
frequency response.

4. SIMDXATIOM RESULTS

Experiments were carried out on the simulation to
obtain its transient and frequency responses.
Perturbations in the lift of the primary steam flow- .
control valve were chosen for most of the experiments.
Figures 7 and 8 show responses of selected variables to
step changes in inputs, while fig. 9 shows frequency
responses determined by the PRBS/FFT technique.

A step increase in valve position, fig. 7, reveals
the impulsive nature of the primary flow response and
shows the presence of a 21 s time- constant which
dominates the secondary side dynamics.

A step decrease in surge-tank water outflow,
fig, 8, reveals the existence of a 70 s time constant
which will be excited by the level controllers, and
which appears to be uncontrollable from the primary
stem flow-control valve.

As an aid to the interpretation of tho results
shown in fio. 9, we removed all but the most dominant
interactions from the equations of Section 2 and
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examined the resultant model. We found that tube-side
heat flow, AQi in fig. 2, had a minor influence on the
responses to perturbations in x± or t^,, and could be
neglected. This separates the system into three parts
joined in series, i.e. the

(i) primary side (valve, condensation, surge

tank)
(ii) tube wall

(iii) secondary side (steam generation and
transmission line).

The low-order, normalized transfer functions obtained
were

Awsi _ (1+2.4s)
(1+0.56s)

, 0.06G Hz and 0.28 Hz

AP
1_ _

(1+2.4s)

(1+31S)
(l+21s)(1+0.27s)

(1+1.6s)
(1+31s) (1+1.4s)

(92)

(93)

, 5.2xl0~3, 7.4xl0"3, 0.59 (94)

Aws£ _ (1+5.5s)
(1+1.6s)

, 9.8xlO-2, 0.113

, 0.029, 0.098

w2

(1+1.6s)
(l+21s) (1+1.4s)

(95)

(96)

(97)

where the frequencies corresponding to the time
constants are shown for convenience. Order-of-magnitude
agreement can be seen between these and the transfer
functions of fig. 9.

5. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Equations describing reboiler dynamics have been
obtained from fundamental principles, based on the
state-of-the-art in heat transfer, two-phase flow,
fluid mechanics, and steam-water thermodynamics.
Linearized models were developed from these equations
and implemented on a hybrid computer, using numerical
values representative of the Gentilly-1 steam supply.
The results of transient and frequency-response tests
illustrate the underlying process dynamics.

Future development will be devoted to the
simulation of the other major components of the
Gentilly-1/LaPrade steam supply, followed by testing
and optimization of the proposed control strategy prior
to plant startup in 1980.
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8. NOMENCLATURE

a acoustic velocity of steam

ai coefficient, i=l to 22

A heat-transfer area

A cross-sectional flow area of pipeline

bt coefficient, i-1 to 11

B function defined by (51)

c specific heat

C function defined by (52)

C Q void distribution parameter

D function defined by (53)

F Fanning friction factor

G. sub-system transfer function, 1=11,12,21,22

h specific enthalpy

H heat-transfer coefficient of fluid film and
scale deposit

K

L

M

Ma

P

p

q

Q

rl

r2

R

s

t

T

u

valve constant proportional to stem lift

thickness or length

mass

Mach number

tube wall perimeter

pressure

heat flux

heat flow

inside radius of tube or pipe

outside radius of tube

resistance coefficient defined by (80)

Laplace transform variable

tiM

temperature or void transit tin*

local velocity

U void-propagation velocity

v specific volume

H mass flow

x transverse coordinate

X valve-stem lift

z axial coordinate

Z function defined by (85)

< > cross-sectional average

Greek Symbols

a

Y

r
A
X
A
P

T

Ti

n

void fraction

function defined by (84)

liquid-generation rate

perturbed parameter

thermal conductivity

parameter defined by (57) or (62)

density

condensing time constant

tine constant, i=l to 4

angular frequency

void-generation rate

Subscripts

1

2

primary side /exceptions noted\
1 in the list of I

secondary side \ main symbols /

approx approximate

c

cb

f

fg

g

i

out

s

sm

vap

w

condensation

condensing bounary

saturated water

difference between saturation properties

saturated steam

water

at the outlet end

steam

steam mains

vapourisation

subcooled water

Superscripts

dt

within the surge tank

Laplace-transformed
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